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Screen recorder windows 10 game bar

Training videos can be the best communication method in a business environment. You can capture the record using Game Bar, but there are quirks to overcome first. Depending on the situation, it is sometimes only better to show someone how to do something than to tell them. A short training video that
shows the exact procedure to follow up on a single mouse click can be more effective than a two-hour workshop explaining the same procedure in detail. With this basic principle in mind, the previous TechRepublic article showed you how to activate the Microsoft Windows 10 game bar so you can record
your training videos; however, that tutorial does not explain how Game Bar works in practice. The video recording procedure isn't complicated, but a successful session requires some quirks of resolution. This tutorial shows you how to use the Windows 10 game bar to record and create simple videos,
including training videos. WATCH: Cheat page: Microsoft Surface Laptop 3 (free PDF) (TechRepublic)How to record a training video with Windows 10 Game Bar The first thing to remember about Windows 10 Game Bar is that it's designed to work with games. While this may seem obvious, the subtle
result is that the application often fails to automatically recognize productivity software as something that can be recorded. We will have to manually inform the game bar about this pro-record status. The second quirk about Windows 10 Game Bar is that all entries automatically go to a library folder called
Captures – it's optional or changeable. You can move the scopes location, but no matter where you move it, that's where the captured videos are located, there's no other option. The default scope location is:C:\Users\YourUserName\Videos\CapturesFigure A, showing the basic Windows 10 game bar
overlay that is displayed when you press a Combination of Windows Key + G keyboard shortcuts. To remove an overlay, click the mouse cursor in an open area that is not part of the game bar. The image on the left side of the class is the Social Interaction section of xbox, which you can ignore or turn off
by clicking the People icon on the main toolbar (at the top of the screen). On the right side of the overlay, the CPU performance screen, the Audio Settings screen, and then the Broadcast and Capture screen control are on the right side of the overlay. The CPU Performance screen will let you know what
effect your video capture recording is having on your computer. On some less powerful computers, the capture process can actually be more than it can handle effectively. Use the audio settings screen to specify which speaker system to use for recording purposes and adjust its volume. You also have
the option to change the settings of system sounds and other audio sources. In most cases, the default system settings will do. The broadcast and capture control screen is where you spend most of your time. Following the icons from the left to the right, you can take a screenshot, record the last 30
seconds (if it's activated), start or stop recording, turn the microphone on or off, and start or stop the broadcast. As figure B shows, the Windows 10 game bar won't work in certain situations— it's another quirk. To start recording, you must run the application and you must inform the Game Bar that the
application has been approved. The image BFigure C, on the other hand, shows how game bar behaves when you ask to capture it and record it from a program it does not recognize. In this case, it is Paint. Figure CListening to the Overlay check box will add Paint to the list of recordable apps, and the
next time you ask the Windows 10 game bar to start recording, it will do so without protest. This general procedure will work in the same way for other applications. Each new application will need to be added to the approved list manually for the first time, and then it will be automatically from this point
forward. Note: Captured recordings are saved in standard MP4 format and can be accessed by most media players and video editing and production applications. Be your microsoft insider by reading these Windows and Office tips, tricks, and cheat pages. Delivered on Mondays and Wednesdays Sign up
today, see Windows 10's May 2019 Update offering an all-new game band experience. It's not just capturing videos anymore. It's now a coverage filled with useful tools, including quick panels to customize app volume, monitor resource usage, and play Spotify music. To open the game bar To open the
game bar, press Windows+G. It will also appear on the desktop or any other app you're using, but it's the most useful time in a game. Press windows+G again to close it. Although Microsoft still calls this game bar, it's a misleading name at this point. This is the correct coating with multiple panels now, not
just one band. If you see a smaller bar, you haven't yet installed the May 2019 update for Windows 10. While the Game Bar is visible, you can click the Start icon in the top panel— which looks like a menu button — to choose which panels appear in the overlay environment. If windows+G doesn't do
anything, make sure the Game Bar is enabled. Go to Settings &gt; Game &gt; Game Bar, make sure Record game clips, screenshots, and broadcast using the game bar is enabled, and make sure you haven't changed the shortcut from Win+ G to anything else. If you set a custom shortcut, use it instead
of Win+G. Customize Application Volume This feature is useful even if you're not a player! You can press windows+G anywhere in Windows (including playing a game) and use the audio panel to adjust the volume of all running apps. Performance Monitoring The game bar also offers a performance panel
that provides information about current cpu, GPU, and RAM usage. You 'll see a resources and a schedule of use in the last 60 seconds. Just press windows+ G while playing the game to see this information, and you don't need the Alt+Tabbing key. Even if you don't play a game by pressing windows+ G
to see it, it can be faster than opening Task Manager. Of course, this information can now also be found in Task Manager. Windows 10 Task Manager can now display your system's total GPU usage and also the GPU usage of individual processes. Related: How to control gpu usage in Windows Task
Manager Make Any Panel Always on top of this or any other panel, you can click on the Pin icon so that the panel appears always-on-top while you are using your system. If you pin a volume panel, it will always appear above what you do, offering quick access to the app's volume settings. You can drag
title bar overlays to move panels (or widgets, as microsoft also calls them) on the screen. Play music from Spotify In the Game Bar now has Spotify integration — click the menu button and select Spotify to pull it on. You can sign in to your Spotify account and use the Spotify widget to play music and



control playback. It would be more convenient than Alt+ Tabbing from any full-screen game. Remember when Gabe Newell said Steam worked on Spotify integration back in 2014? It never happened for any reason, but it's almost as comfortable and it works in games that don't support Steam coverage,
too. Capture the video game (or any program) Broadcasts &amp; Capture pane is still here. This was the original purpose of the Game bar, offering a way to record your game, capture screenshots, and even live-stream it into the world using Microsoft Mixer, formerly known as Beam. You can even
automatically record it in the background and choose to save the last 30 seconds of the game whenever you want, just like an Xbox One or PlayStation 4. Although this tool is focused on the game, it also makes a great desktop screen recorder. Open the game bar, click the recording button, and it
records all apps on the screen— along with microphone input that you can turn on or off from the panel. Then click the Stop button, and you will receive a clip in .mp4 format saved in the C:\Users\NAME\Videos\Captures folder. The game bar interface allows you to browse and view all screenshots and
also captured game tracks. Just click the Show all scopes link. Chat on Xbox Live Game Bar was originally conceived as an Xbox feature and buried in the Xbox app. Its Xbox branding continues: The new game bar interface offers the Xbox Social widget, too. Here you can chat with your Xbox friends just
like on the Xbox console. There is also a search panel that you can use to find friends to play games with. This will mainly be useful for pc users who also play games on Xbox One or Xbox 360. However , Microsoft is trying to create an Xbox ecosystem services like Xbox Game Pass for pc, so it may be
more useful in the future. RELATED: All new Windows 10 May 2019 update, available now
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